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An experienced educator, researcher, engineer, and businessman, Dr. Robert G. Wilhelm provides executive and 
administrative leadership for the Charlotte Research Institute (CRI), UNC Charlotte’s portal for business-university 
science and technology partnerships. With its research centers housed in three new custom-designed buildings on the 
Charlotte Research Institute Campus, CRI helps companies initiate new partnerships at UNC Charlotte and offers a 
variety of opportunities to engage talented faculty and make use of specialized facilities that are available only at UNC 
Charlotte. 
 
Wilhelm is a Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Engineering Science in the William States Lee College of 
Engineering. Dr. Wilhelm has wide experience in both academic and business circles. At UNC Charlotte since 1993, 
Wilhelm was a founding faculty member for PhD programs in Mechanical Engineering, Biotechnology, Information 
Technology, and Nanoscience. He served on the committees to form the School of Computing and Informatics and the 
PhD program in Optical Sciences and Engineering. Most recently he served as the associate director of the Center for 
Precision Metrology, an Industry/University Cooperative Research Center funded by the National Science Foundation. 
Before coming to Charlotte, Wilhelm worked at the Palo Alto Laboratory of Rockwell Science Center and at Cincinnati 
Milacron. He co-founded a high-technology manufacturing company, OpSource, Inc., in 2001. 
 
Wilhelm holds a bachelor’s degree in industrial engineering from Wichita State University, a master’s degree in 
industrial engineering from Purdue University, and a doctorate in mechanical engineering from the University of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign. Wilhelm also pursued postgraduate studies in Great Britain as a Rotary Foundation Fellow. His 
research and teaching have been recognized with the National Science Foundation Young Investigator Award. Dr. 
Wilhelm serves on a number of regional, national, and international advisory boards for scientific research, 
engineering, community and economic development, and philanthropy. 
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 The Charlotte Research Institute and the Center for Optoelectronics and Optical Communications at the 

University of North Carolina at Charlotte welcomes participants to its workshop on Computational Imaging and 

Superresolution. This is the fifth summer workshop to be sponsored by the Charlotte Research Institute and we are 
very grateful to them for their support.  We also thank MITRE Corporation and the National Science Foundation for 

their sponsorship of this workshop. 
 Recent advances in technologies for optical wavefront manipulation, optical detection, and digital post-

processing have opened up new possibilities for imaging in the visible and IR.  New imaging systems are emerging 
which differ in form factor and capabilities from traditional imaging and camera designs. The DARPA MONTAGE 

program pushed forward ideas for reduced form factor cameras incorporating new concepts in integrationof optical, 

detection, and processing subsystems. This has lead to emerging capabilities for co-design and joint optimization of 
the optical, detection, and more importantly, information processing aspects of imaging systems.  A parallel effort, 

IARPA’s PERIODIC program sought new functionality by exploiting a number of lenslets to capture and fuse different 
information about a scene.  This too has lead to new ideas about what defines a camera.  Both programs have 

advanced the integration of microoptics technologies and new algorithms that can reduce data acquisition while 

extracting more information of value.  This workshop will bring together researchers withboth hardware and software 
expertise as well as mathematicians and physicists who are actively working on the fundamental issues of information 

theory and light-matter interactions, to bring new ideas to this exciting field.  Diverse communities that have not 
interacted before, such as the IEEE computational photography group and experts in fundamental limits to optical 

superresolution will participate.Our intentionis to bring together these different communities, provide a stimulating 
environment and ample opportunities for exchanging new ideas. Following the style of a Gordon Conference, we hope 

to have provided sufficient time throughout each day and in the evenings for participants to interact with each other 

and form long term collaborative partnerships, that advance the field. 
 A special thanks goes to those who have had to deal with all of the logistical and planning details that go into 

making a workshop such as this a success. This meeting would not have been possible without the hard work and 
dedication of Mark Clayton, Karen Ford, Jerri Price, Margaret Williams and Scott Williams. 

 

 
 
MICHAEL FIDDY received his Ph.D in Physics from the University of  London in 1977, and was a post-doc in the 
Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering at University College London before becoming a tenured faculty 
member in 1979 at Queen Elizabeth College and then Kings College, London University.  Between 1982 and 1987, he 
held visiting professor positions at the Institute of Optics Rochester and the Catholic University of America in 
Washington, DC.  Dr. Fiddy moved to the University of  Massachusetts Lowell in 1987 where he was Electrical and 
Computer Engineering Department Head from 1994 until 2001.  In 2002 he moved to UNC Charlotte to become the 
founding director of the Center for Optoelectronics and Optical Communications.  He was the topical editor for signal 
and image processing for the J.O.S.A. A from 1994 until 2001 and has been the Editor-in-Chief of the journal Waves in 
Random and Complex Media (Taylor and Francis) since 1996. He has chaired a number of conferences in his field, and 
is a fellow of the Optical Society of America, the Institute of Physics and the Society of Photo-Optical Engineers 
(SPIE).  His research interests include inverse problems and optical information processing 
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Title: Silicon Eyes 
Biological sensory organs operate at performance levels set by fundamental physical limits, under severe constraints of size, weight and energy 
resources; same constraints that sensor network devices have to meet. Eyes are specialized sensory structures in biological systems that are 
employed to extract information from the intensity, polarization and spectral content of the light that is reflected or emitted by objects in the natural 
environments. Reliable and timely answers to the questions: “Is there anything out there?”, “where is it?” and eventually “what is it?” is the goal of 
processing that follows the photoreceptor mosaics. This is in contrast to CCD or CMOS video and still cameras that have been developed for the 
precise measurement of the spatial-temporal light intensity and color distribution, often within a fixed time interval, for accurate communication and 
reproduction in electronic or printed media. 
In this talk, I discuss bio-inspired image sensor architectures that employ local processing for data reduction and information extraction. I begin 
with processing at the photon level to extract polarization information at each pixel. I then introduce circuits for analog local pre-processing for 
spatial and temporal filtering and gain control, addressing issues of noise and device mismatch. I then examine the power/rate/latency tradeoffs of 
synchronous and asynchronous schemes for accessing the pixel data in the 2D arrays. Anisochronous pulse time modulation and address event 
representation encoding and processing of data in distributed architectures, is an attractive alternative to traditional synchronous digital signal 
processing. Finally I discuss more recent work in single photon detection using deep sub-micron CMOS technologies and light field sensing pixels 
fabricated using 3D SOI-CMOS technologies. 
References 
M. Adlerstein Marwick and A.G. Andreou, “Fabrication and testing of single photon avalanche detectors in the TSMC 0.18um CMOS technology,” 

Proceedings of the 41st Annual Conference on Information Sciences and Systems (CISS07), pp. 741-744, Baltimore, March 2007. 
E. Culurciello and A.G. Andreou, “CMOS image sensors for sensor networks," Analog Integrated Circuits and Signal Processing, Vol. 49, pp. 39-51, 

2007 
F. Tejada, P.O. Pouliquen and  A.G. Andreou, “Stacked, standing wave detectors in 3D SOI-CMOS,” Proceedings of the 2006  IEEE International 
Symposium on Circuits and Systems, (ISCAS 2006), Kos, Greece, pp. 1315-1318, May 2006. 
M.A Marwick and A.G. Andreou, “Retinomorphic system design in three dimensional SOI-CMOS,” Proceedings of the 2006  IEEE International 

Symposium on Circuits and Systems, (ISCAS 2006), Kos, Greece, pp. 1655-1658, May 2006. 
A.G. Andreou and Z.K. Kalayjian, “Polarization imaging: principles and integrated polarimeters,” IEEE Sensors Journal, Vol. 2, No. 6, pp. 566-576, 

Dec. 2002. 
P.A. Abshire and A.G. Andreou,  “Capacity and energy cost of information in biological and silicon photoreceptors ," Proceedings of the IEEE, Vol. 

89, No. 7, pp. 1052-1064, July 2001 (Invited Paper) 
L.B. Wolff, T.A. Mancini, P.O. Pouliquen and A.G. Andreou, “Liquid crystal polarization camera,” IEEE Transactions on Robotics and Automation, Vol. 

13, No. 2, pp. 195-203, April 1997. 

 

 
 
ANDREAS ANDREOU received his Ph.D. in electrical engineering and computer science in 1986 from Johns Hopkins University.. 
Andreou became an assistant professor of electrical and computer engineering in 1989, associate professor in 1993 and professor in 
1996. He now holds appointments in computer science and in the Whitaker Biomedical Institute. He is the co-founder of the Johns 
Hopkins University Center for Language and Speech Processing. In 1996 and 1997 he was a visiting professor of the computation 
and neural systems program at the California Institute of Technology.  In 1989 and 1991 he was awarded the R.W. Hart Prize for 
his work on mixed analog/digital integrated circuits for space applications. He is the recipient of the 1995 and 1997 Myril B. Reed 
Best Paper Award and the 2000 IEEE Circuits and Systems Society, Darlington Award.  During the summer of 2001 he was a visiting 
professor in the department of systems engineering and machine intelligence at Tohoku University Andreou's research interests 
include sensors, micropower electronics, heterogeneous microsystems, and information processing in biological systems. He is a co-
editor of the IEEE Press book: Low-Voltage/Low-Power Integrated Circuits and Systems, 1998 (translated in Japanese) and the 
Kluwer Academic Publishers book: Adaptive Resonance Theory Microchips, 1998. 
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His main research interests are in the areas of computational optical imaging and statistical signal processing.  His 

research in optical point spread function engineering and multi-aperture imaging lead to an ultra-thin imager design 
with super-resolution capability as a part of DARPA’s MONTAGE program. His doctoral research work involved a formal 

framework for an information-theoretic analysis of computational imaging systems and a task-specific approach to 

imaging system design. He has published several journal articles on the topics of task-specific design and information-
theoretic analysis of computational imaging systems. 

 

 
 

AMIT ASHOK is currently a senior scientist at CDM Optics. He received his Masters degree in Electrical Engineering 

from University of Cape Town in 2001 and is currently a PhD candidate in the Electrical Engineering department at 
University of Arizona.  
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Novel structures and materials: microcavities and photonic crystals, coupled resonator optical waveguides, opals. 

 
Quantum optics: light-matter interaction, optical coupling between high-Q cavities, localization of light, polaritons. 

 

Optoelectronics applications: integrated optical circuits, delay lines, switches and spectrometers on a chip. 
 

 

 
 

VASILY ASTRATOV is an associate professor in the Department of Physics and Optical Science at the University of 
North Carolina-Charlotte. He received his M.S. from the St. Petersburg State University, Russia, in 1981, and received 
his Ph.D. degree from the A.F. Ioffe Physical-Technical Institute, St. Petersburg, in 1986. In 1993-1997 he headed a 
research group at the Ioffe Institute where he pioneered studies of synthetic opals as new three-dimensional photonic 
crystal structures, the work which directly resulted in a quest for high contrast opals with a complete photonic band 
gap. In 1996 he was awarded a grant of Royal Society that enabled his visit to the University of Sheffield, U.K. In 
1997-2001 he worked as a postdoctoral scholar at the University of Sheffield where he developed novel surface 
coupling techniques for studying photonic crystal waveguides, and was engaged in the studies of semiconductor 
microcavities. He has been an assistant professor from 2002 to 2007 in the Department of Physics and Optical Science 
at the University of North Carolina-Charlotte, where he is now an associate professor. His current research aims at 
studying optical properties of novel mesoscopic structures and materials formed by coupled ultra high-Q cavities. He is 
a topical editor for the journal Optics Express since 2005. In 2007 he organized and edited a Focus Issue of Optics 
Express devoted to Physics and Applications of Microresonators. He was one of the hosts and a main organizer of the 
CRI workshop on Physics of Microresonators in 2007. He has served as a technical committee member for CLEO/QELS 
2006-07, Special session on Microresonators and Photonic Molecules at ICTON 07, and OECC/ ACOFT 08. He has been 
a member of the international DFG panel on photonic crystals in Germany. He is a recipient of a number of awards 
including Senior Visiting EPSRC Fellow Award in the UK in 2006, Award of the Exchange Program adopted between 
Royal Society and Russian Academy of Sciences in 1996, and the Award in the Annual Competition from A.F. Ioffe 
Physical-Technical Institute in 1985. He is a member of OSA and SPIE. 
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Principal Scientist at MITRE Corporation and until recently Photonics Program Manager at the Defense Advanced 

Research Projects Agency (DARPA/MTO).  Amongst other accomplishments at DARPA, Dr .Athale, along with Dr. 
Dennis Healy, managed MONTAGE, the Multiple Optical Non-Redundant Aperture Generalized Sensors) program. 

Current research interests include optical interconnections and switching and hybrid digital/optical imaging systems. 

Dr. Athale has been issued several patent in optical processing and computing. He is a cofounder of HoloSpexTM, Inc. 
and a CO-inventor of HoloSpexTM glasses, the first consumer product that is based on far field holograms. 
 

 

 
 

RAVI ATHALE received his B.Sc.(1972) from University of Bombay and M.Sc (1974) from Indian Institute of 
Technology, Kanpur, both is Physics. He finished his Ph.D. (1980) in Electrical Engineering from University of Calif., 
San Diego. From 1981 to 1985 he worked as a Research Physicist at US Naval Research Laboratory, in Washington, 
DC. His areas of research were optical signal and image processing systems and From 1985 to 1990 he was a Senior 
Principal Staff Member at BDM Corporation in McLean, VA where he headed a group in Optical Computing. His 
research there was in optical interconnects and multistage switching networks and optical neural network 
implementations. Since 2001 he has been a program manager for Photonics at the Defence Advanced Research 
Projects Agency (DARPA). Prior to that he was an Associate Professor in the Electrical and Computer Engineering 
Department at George Mason University, in Fairfax, VA. His research has been in the area of fiber optic signal 
processing and analysis of fundamental limitations in optical interconnection networks.   Dr. Athale was elected Fellow 

of the Optical Society of America in 1989 and he is a member, Lasers and Electro-Optics Society, IEEE. He chaired the 
first two topical meetings on Optical Computing in 1985 and 1987 and edited Critical Review of Technology volume on 
Digital Optical Computing, 1990 published by SPIE. In 1992 he founded in 1992, under DARPA sponsorship 
Consortium for Optical and Optoelectronic Technologies in Computing (CO-OP). CO-OP, which he has directed since 
then, is a unique experiment in transitioning emerging device technologies to the user and systems research 
community at large. It has been responsible for organizing in cooperation with Lucent Bell Labs the first multi-project 
foundry run for hybrid integrated optoelectronic device technology (CMOS-Multiple Quantum Well hybrid devices).  
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Title: Optical superresolution using compressive spectral imaging systems 
 
Optical superresolution  may reflect sub-wavelength feature detection in microscopic systems or sub-diffraction limit 

detection in remote sensing systems. Both categories are enabled by spectral imaging. This talk considers the 

limits of microscopic and remote sensing using emerging spectral imagers based on snapshot imagers using 
compressive projections and describes physical mechanisms for implementing such projections.  

 

 
 

DAVID J. BRADY is Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering at Duke University and leader of the Duke 
Imaging and Spectroscopy Program (DISP). Brady was the founding director of the Fitzpatrick Institute for Photonics 
and Founder of Centice Corporation, Blue Angel Optics and Distant Focus Corporation.  Brady is a Fellow of the Optical 
Society of America and SPIE and was program chair of the 2001 Optical Society Topical meeting on Integrated 
Computational Imaging Systems and General Chair of the 2005 topical meeting on Computational Optical Sensing and 
Imaging. As PI of the Compressive Optical MONTAGE Photography Initiative, Brady had the honor of integrating work 
from UNC Charlotte, the University of Delaware, Michigan Tech University, Rice University, the University of Rochester, 
Raytheon Company and Digital Optics Corporation with DISP’s integrated imaging systems. 
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Title: Prior Knowledge and Resolution Enhancement 
 
The problem is to reconstruct a (possibly complex-valued) function f(r) of one or several variables from finitely many measurements 

d_n, n=1,...,N, pertaining to the function. The function f(r) represents the physical object of interest, such as the spatial distribution 
of acoustic energy in sonar, the distribution of x-ray-attenuating material in transmission tomography, the distribution of 
radionuclide in emission tomography, the sources of reflected radio waves in radar, and so on. Often the reconstruction, or 
estimate, of the function takes the form of an image in two or three dimensions; for that reason, we also speak of the problem as 
one of image reconstruction. The data are obtained through measurements. Because there are only finitely many measurements, 
the problem is highly under-determined and even noise-free data are insufficient to specify a unique solution. One way to solve 
such under-determined problems is to replace f(r) with an N-vector and to use the data to determine the N entries of this vector. 
An alternative method is to model f(r) as a member of a family of linear combinations of N preselected basis functions of the multi-
variable r. Then the data is used to determine the coefficients. This approach offers the user the opportunity to incorporate prior 
information about f(r) in the choice of the basis functions. Such finite-parameter models for f(r) can be obtained through the use of 
the minimum (weighted)-norm estimation procedure. 
References 
[1]Image reconstruction: a unifying model for resolution enhancement 
and data extrapolation. Tutorial, Journal of the Optical 
Society of America, A, (23(2), 258--266 (2006), with M. 
Shieh and M. Fiddy. 
 
[2]Iterative image reconstruction using prior knowledge, Journal 
of the Optical Society of America, A, (23(6), 1292--1300 
(2006), with M. Shieh, M. Testorf, and M. Fiddy. 
 

 

 
 

CHARLIE BYRNE has a B.S. (1968) from Georgetown University and an M.A. (1970) and Ph.D. (1972) from the University of 
Pittsburgh, all in mathematics. From 1972 until 1986 he was a member of the Mathematics Department at The Catholic University 
of America, serving as chairman from 1983 to 1986. Since 1986 he has been a member of the Department of Mathematical 
Sciences at the University of Massachusetts, Lowell, serving as chairman from 1987 to 1990. His early research work was in 
functional analysis and topology. From 1981 to 1983 he was on leave-of-absence at the Division of Acoustics, Naval Research 
Laboratory, Wash. D.C., doing acoustic signal processing.  His work on reconstruction from limited data led to a collaboration with 
Dr. Mike Fiddy, then of the University of London, on problems arising in optics.  In June of 1986 he was a consultant in acoustic 
signal processing for the Australian Department of Defence in Adelaide. Since about 1990 he has been working with members of 
the Department of Nuclear Medicine, University of Massachusetts Medical School, Worcester. His research interests these days 
include iterative reconstruction algorithms for medical imaging, particularly emission and transmission tomography, and more 
general iterative algorithms in optimization theory.  
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Research Interests: 

 
Mr. Candell started at Lincoln Laboratory in 1986 as an MIT Electrical Engineering and Computer Science Department 

VI-A Program intern. In 1989, he joined the Laboratory full time in the Countermeasures Technology Group, designing 

jammers, specialized “set-on” receiver systems, and high performance RF direction-of-arrival systems. Two years later, 
he became involved with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s weather satellites, performing 

analysis and design of next-generation geostationary infrared imaging and sounding instruments. In 1996, he became 
a group leader in the Sensor Technology and Systems Group and was responsible for running the Geostationary 

Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) program. In 1999, Mr. Candell led the formation of the Advanced Space 
Systems and Concepts Group, which has focused on the design of novel electro-optical systems for surveillance and 

communications, and became its Group Leader.  

Mr. Candell has contributed to cutting-edge imaging systems, ranging from gigapixel cameras for persistent 
surveillance to million-frame-per-second cameras for analyzing missile defense missions. He has developed not only 

ground-based advanced sensor prototypes, but also sensor prototypes for air, rocket, and space platforms. He was the 
associate program manager for the Mars Laser Communications Demonstration, responsible for the development of a 

distributed aperture receiving system that could successfully decode with efficiencies of nearly 3 bits/photon. He has 
been a key leader across the entire spectrum of Division 9’s system and technology programs, and has been 

recognized in 2006 with a Lincoln Laboratory Technical Excellence Award.  

In addition, Mr. Candell has served as a member and co-chair of the New Technology Initiatives Board and the 

Strategic Core Technology Group. He has also been involved with management effectiveness at the Laboratory, 
serving as the chair of the Group Leader Management Effectiveness Committee and helping to organize the Group 

Leader Offsite programs.  

 

 

 
 

LAWRENCE M. CANDELL is Assistant Head of the Aerospace Division at MIT Lincoln Laboratory. He holds SB and SM 
degrees in electrical engineering and an SB degree in management, all from MIT. He specializes in signal processing, 
electro-optical systems, and optical communications. 
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Research Interests: 

 
Diffractive, refractive, and sub-wavelength micro/nano-optics 
Novel fabrication methods for micro/nano-optics 
Microsystems integration and applications 
Nanoreplication and nanomanufacturing 
Multi-axis free-form micromachining 
Near-field diffraction and Talbot self-imaging 
 

 

 
 

AARON CANNISTRA received an AAS in Electrical Engineering Technology form Wilkes Community College in 2003 
and received a BS in Electrical and Computer Engineering Technology from Western Carolina University in 2005. He is 
currently a PhD candidate in the Optics Program at UNC Charlotte.  
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ANGELA DAVIES received her BS in Physics from the University of Oregon in 1988 and her MS and Ph.D. 
from Cornell in 1991 and 1994 respectively.  Prior to joining the Physics and Optical Science faculty at the 
University of North Carolina at Charlotte, she held various positions at the National Institute of Standards 
and Technology, specifically Postdoctoral Fellow and Physicist in the Physics Laboratory and Physicist in the 
Manufacturing Engineering Laboratory. 
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Title: Random EM fields: use and control of correlations  

 
A naïve description considers light as a deterministic, oscillatory phenomenon. However, it is now well understood that 

the optical radiation is in fact a random process in both time and space, which requires a statistical description. 

Controlling the stochastic properties of electromagnetic fields opens up new possibilities for characterizing not only the 
sources of radiation but also their interaction with material systems.  We will present recent advances in using spatial 

field correlations for optical tomography and subwavelength sensing.  
 

Optical waves interacting with inhomogeneous media give rise to complicated electromagnetic fields. When regarded 
as a superposition of elementary waves with random phases and states of polarization, the statistics of these complex 

fields leads to various measurable distributions. The conventional wisdom is to assume circular Gaussianity but these 

assumptions are not always valid and more involved analysis is necessary to provide information about the underlying 
processes giving rise to random fields. We will review novel concepts in high-order polarimetry and will discuss their 

use in a number of sensing applications. 
 

 

 
 

ARISTIDE DOGARIU received his PhD from Hokkaido University and is the Florida Photonics Center of 
Excellence Professor of Optics.  His research interests include optical physics, wave propagation and 
scattering, electromagnetism, and random media characterization. Within the College of Optics and 
Photonics at the University of Central Florida he leads the Laboratory for Photonics Diagnostics of 
Random Media (http://random.creol.ucf.edu/). Professor Dogariu is a Fellow of the Optical Society of 
America, the Physical Society of America, and currently serves as the editor of Optical Technology division 
of Applied Optics. 
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His research interests include modeling advanced signal processing target acquisition performance 
and terahertz imaging. 
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Night Vision and Electronic Sensors Directorate.  He received a B.S. degree in physics from Stetson 
University in 2001. He received his M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in physics from the University of 
Central Florida in 2003 and 2007, respectively.   
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Title: Motion-Invariant-Photography 
 

Object motion during camera exposure often leads to noticeable blurring artifacts.  Proper elimination of this blur is challenging 
because the blur kernel is unknown, varies over the image as a function of object velocity, and destroys high frequencies.  In the 
case of motions along a 1D direction (e.g. horizontal) we show that these challenges can be addressed using a sensor that moves 
during the exposure.  Through the analysis of motion blur as space-time integration, we show that a parabolic integration 
(corresponding to constant sensor acceleration) leads to motion blur that is not only invariant to object velocity, but preserves 
image frequency content nearly optimally.  That is, static objects are degraded relative to their image from a static camera, but all 
moving objects within a given range of motions reconstruct well.  A single deconvolution kernel can be used to remove blur and 
create sharp images of scenes with objects moving at different speeds, without requiring any segmentation and without knowledge 
of the object speeds. We have built a prototype camera, show successful results for deblurring various motions, and compare with 
other approaches. 
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Working at the Army Research Laboratory Dr. Euliss was responsible for identifying and initiating independent 

research projects concentrating on the application of information theory and linear systems theory to problems in 
imaging, optical signal processing, fiber optics, integrated optics, and optical interconnects.  It was during his last few 

years at ARL that Dr. Euliss became interested in computational imaging, and received an Army Research and 

Development Achievement award for research in the area of aperture coding.  As a principal engineer at Applied 
Photonics, he was responsible for research and development activities in the general areas of imaging and optical 

interconnects.  Projects included a novel hyperspectral imaging concept developed under the DARPA Photonic 
Wavelength and Spectral Sensing Program, and smart pixel-based architectures for LADAR scene projection applied to 

hardware-in-the-loop testing facilities (funded by the Air Force Research Laboratory).  Since joining MITRE, Dr. Euliss 
helped to launch a new computational imaging thrust within the Emerging Technologies Office, and his current 

responsibilities include working to expand that activity.  He has an interest in prototype development and 

demonstration of novel, unconventional imaging architectures.  To that end Dr. Euliss is the principal investigator on a 
MITRE-funded project to demonstrate a novel coaxial dual-band imaging system.   His other current interests include 

coded-aperture imaging, detector plane processing, information theory of imaging, “nano-inspired” optical materials, 
and fundamental scaling issues in computational imaging. 
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Dr. Feldman is an expert in optical interconnects and diffractive and refractive microoptics.  He is well 
known for his work in the miniaturization of optics for a wide range of applications including 
communications, data storage and semiconductor manufacturing.  His technology is used in semiconductor 
optics, communications and photonics and more recently camera-phone manufacturers 
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Dr. Feldman led Digital Optics through various roles including President,  CTO and Chairman of the Board 
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high growth and technology innovation including National Society of Professional Engineers New Product 
Award for Medium-sized companies, Deloite and Touch fast 500 and Inc 500. 
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Title: Devices for Integrated Multi-Aperture Imaging 
 

There has been significant development of image sensors over the last decade with work on CCDs and CMOS-based devices. 

Several issues have been addressed such as sensitivity, resolution, capture rate, dynamic range, dark current, crosstalk, power 
consumption, manufacturability and cost. One consistent limitation in the design of conventional image sensors has been that the 
sensing area is constrained to a regular array of photosites used to recover an intensity distribution in the focal plane of the 
imaging system. There are both practical and fundamental issues that limit the scalability or performance of these image sensors. 
 
This research explores an alternative, multi-aperture approach to imaging, whereby the integrated image sensor is partitioned into 
an array of apertures, each with its own local subarray of pixels and image-forming optics. A virtual image is focused a certain 
distance above the sensor such that the apertures capture overlapping views of the scene. The subimages are post-processed to 
obtain both a high resolution 2D image and a depth map. A key feature of this design is in the use of submicron pixels to obtain 
accurate depth measurements derived from the localization of features within adjacent subarrays. The pixels are scaled beyond the 
conventional limits because the displacement of features between subarrays may be estimated to smaller dimensions than the spot 
size of a diffraction or aberration limited lens. Other benefits include the ability to (i) image objects at close proximity to the sensor 
without the need for objective optics, (ii) achieve excellent color separation through a per-aperture color filter array, (iii) relax the 
requirements on the camera objective optics, and (iv) increase the tolerance to defective pixels. The multi-aperture architecture is 
also highly scalable, making it possible to increase pixel counts well beyond current levels. 
 
Fabricated pixel sizes down to 0.5um pitch will be presented along with a prototype multi-aperture image sensor, which comprises 
a 166x76 array of 16x16, 0.7um pixel, FT-CCD subarrays with local readout circuit and per-column 10-bit ADCs fabricated in a 
0.11um CMOS process modified for buried channel charge transfer. Global snap shot image acquisition with CDS is performed at up 
to 15fps with 0.15V/lux-s responsivity, 3500e- well capacity, 5e- read noise, 33e-/sec dark signal, 57 dB dynamic range, and 35 dB 
peak SNR. 
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Title: Structured Illumination Imaging for Superresolution 
 
The presentation will begin with a brief review of some super-resolution techniques including Super-SVA [1], then provide detail on the structured 
illumination approach. Sinusoidally patterned illumination has been used to obtain lateral superresolution as well as axial sectioning in microscopy 
[2-7]. In this talk we discuss the superresolution aspect of this technique. The sinusoidal illumination frequency heterodynes the superresolution 
frequencies of the object into a low frequency moiré pattern which now lies within the passband of the imaging system. In order to extract 
superresolution from this moiré beat pattern, multiple images are taken of the object with distinct phase shifts of the sinusoidal illumination. This 
process is repeated for one or two more orientations of the sinusoidal illumination and the extracted superresolution information from the different 
orientations is then combined appropriately to obtain a superresolved image.  
 
The processing of the sinusoidally patterned images requires accurate knowledge of the phase shifts in the sinusoidal illumination and hence this 
technique is usually restricted to imaging stationary objects using precise, pre-calibrated phase shifting elements. We discuss the application of this 
technique to obtain lateral superresolution in fluorescent moving objects such as live or in vivo tissue, specifically the human retina in vivo. We 
discuss methods of estimating the phase shifts in the sinusoidal illumination a posteriori to allow for unknown, random object motion. We also 
discuss the combination of the different superresolution components to obtain an appropriately weighted, OTF compensated superresolved image.  
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Title: Imaging with coded apertures, and a Bayesian analysis of cameras 
 

First half of talk: 

A conventional camera captures blurred versions of scene information away from the plane of focus. Camera systems 
have been proposed that allow for recording all-focus images, or for extracting depth, but to record both 

simultaneously has required more extensive hardware and reduced spatial resolution. We propose a simple 

modification to a conventional camera that allows for the simultaneous recovery of both (a) high resolution image 
information and (b) depth information adequate for semi-automatic extraction of a layered depth representation of the 

image. 
 

Our modification is to insert a patterned occluder within the aperture of the camera lens, creating a coded aperture. 

We introduce a criterion for depth discriminability which we use to design the preferred aperture pattern. Using a 
statistical model of images, we can recover both depth information and an all-focus image from single photographs 

taken with the modified camera. A layered depth map is then extracted, requiring user-drawn strokes to clarify layer 
assignments in some cases. The resulting sharp image and layered depth map can be combined for various 

photographic applications, including automatic scene segmentation, post-exposure refocusing, or re-rendering of the 
scene from an alternate viewpoint. Joint work with:  Anat Levin, Rob Fergus, Fredo Durand.  Siggraph, 2007 

 

Second half of talk: 
The growing flexibility of digital photography has led to the development of a large selection of unconventional 

cameras, ranging from multi-camera systems to phase plates, plenoptic and coded aperture cameras. These designs 
follow very different approaches to the tasks of image or depth reconstruction, raising the need for a meaningful 

comparison across camera types.  

 
This paper introduces a unified framework for comparison.  The data in each sensor element of a camera is modeled 

as a linear projection of the 4D light field. We pose the imaging task as Bayesian inference: given the observed noisy 
light field projections and a prior for the light field signal, estimate the original light field.  Under a common set of 

imaging conditions, we compare the performance of various camera designs, including some unconventional ones. 

This framework allows us to better understand the tradeoffs of each camera, to optimize performance 
Joint work with:  Anat Levin, Fredo Durand. 
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Research Interests: 

 
Dr. Healy manages several programs where mathematical algorithms play a central role in the optimization, control, 

and exploitation of microelectronic and optical systems. The Analog-to-Information (A-to-I) program is exploring new 

ways to extract information from complex signals, seeking significant reduction of the sampling resources required by 
classical Shannon representations, effectively concentrating meaningful information into less data. The Multiple Optical 

Non-redundant Aperture Generalized Sensors (MONTAGE) program investigates an analogous approach in the optical 
domain, freeing imaging cameras from some of the constraints classical Fourier optics to develop new imaging sensors 

with radically different form, fit, and function compared to existing systems. The Non-Linear Mathematics for Mixed 
Signal Microsystems (NLMMSM) program seeks to provide increased ability to extract signals from noisy and interfering 

backgrounds by dealing more effectively with the non-linearities inherent in all electronics processing. 
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Program Consultant for the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) at NIH. 
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Dr. Johnson is currently a program manager at NSF with program responsibilities in Electronics, Photonics & Device 
Technologies (EPDT) in the Electrical, Communications and Cyber Systems (ECCS) Division. 

His research interests span micro and nano-fabrication methods.  In his Micro-Photonics Laboratory he and his group 

have been active in developing 3D Nano Optical Elements, Photonic Crystals, Bio-inspired Optics, Narrow Linewidth 
Filters, Dual Grating Resonator (DGR), Guided Mode Resonance Filter (GMR), Lasers & Amplifiers, Grating Coupled 

Surface Emitting Lasers, Fiber Lasers, Master Oscillator Power Amplifier (MOPA) Devices, Sensors & Detectors, 
Multimode Interference (MMI) Based Devices, Silicon & GaAs based Resonant Cavity Devices, Integration of 

Micro/Nano-Optics, Gratings, Lenses, Prisms and Multiplexed Elements. 
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Title: A Single Pixel Camera - Compressive Imaging with a Random Basis 
Compressed sensing is a new sampling theory which allows reconstructing signals using sub-Nyquist measurements/sampling.[1,2] 
This can significantly reduce the computation required for image/video acquisition/encoding, at least at the sensor end. 

Compressed sensing works on the concept of sparsity of the signal in some known domain, which is incoherent with the 
measurement domain. We exploit this technique to build a single pixel camera based on an optical modulator and a single 
photosensor.[3,4] Random projections of the signal (image) are taken by optical modulator, which has random matrix displayed on 
it, corresponding to the measurement domain (random noise). This randomly projected signal is collected on the photosensor and 
later used for reconstructing the signal. This process simultaneously compresses the signal because the measurement projects the 
signal onto a white-noise basis. Subsequently, the data from this incoherent basis is reconstructed into a complete real-space 
image. Given its compressive nature, far fewer measurements are required than the total number of pixels which greatly decreases 
the acquisition time of the signal. In addition, the intensity of the compressed signal at the detector is much greater than its raster 
scan counterpart and therefore results in greater signal sensitivity and improved image quality.  In this scheme we are making a 
tradeoff between the spatial extent of sampling array and a sequential sampling over time with a single detector. Applications of 
this technique in hyperspectral and infrared imaging along with its use in confocal microscopy will be discussed.   
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Dr. Kubala’s university research was in variable addressability imaging systems which create an information efficient 

transformation that is matched to what the human visual system can perceive.  At Omnivision CDM Optics his primary 
research areas are non-conventional optics and computational imaging.  He has published 20 papers and has 36 

issued or pending patents in the areas of non-conventional optics and computational imaging. 
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Title: New Camera Form Factors 

 
Traditionally, large aperture optical systems require a length comparable the aperture size to form an image, resulting 

in a total volume that can be excessive in some applications. This talk explores several possible designs for “large 

aperture” optical systems in a planar format. We begin by making the connection between confocal imaging systems 
and guided modes in an optical waveguide. It is shown that the resolution of a grating coupler on the surface of a 

waveguide is proportional to the length of the coupler, implying that high resolution imaging of distant objects is 
possible with inherently flat optics. We review basic experiments that demonstrate this imaging using various 

waveguide coupling schemes. Several conceptual designs for active imaging are described utilizing this technology. 
We then turn our attention to passive applications of planar imaging. The radiometric efficiency of our proposed 

imaging systems is of primary concern, along with the chromatic performance of the optics. We propose several 

possible architectures for handling chromatic aberrations and investigate the performance over a broad spectral band. 
In one possible realization, harmonic gratings (gratings with multiple 2π phase wrapping) are used and post 

processing is suggested to recover the signal. In another realization, the spectral blur caused by the chromatic 
aberration is utilized in a manner similar to Computer Tomographic Imaging Spectroscopy, whereby several spectral 

blurs are recorded and tomographic algorithms are utilized to reconstruct the a hyperspectral image. We emphasize 

that these ideas are in the conceptual stage, and point out several of the possible challenges in realizing them. 
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Title: Light Field Sensing 

 
The scalar light field is a four-dimensional function representing radiance along rays as a function of position and direction in space. 

One can think of light fields as a collection of photographs, each captured from a slightly different viewpoint.  Unlike conventional 
photographs, light fields permit manipulation of viewpoint and focus after the imagery has been recorded. 
 
In this talk, I will briefly review the theory of light fields, and I  will describe three devices we have built in our laboratory for 
capturing them:  
an array of 128 synchronized VGA-resolution video cameras [1], a handheld camera in which a microlens array has been inserted 
between the sensor and main lens [2], and a microscope, in which a similar microlens array has been inserted at the intermediate 
image plane [3]. 
 
Time permitting, I will also present an ongoing effort to generate 4D light field illumination in a microscope - using a video projector 
and second microlens array.  Combined with our light field microscope, this illumination system allows us to illuminate any shape in 
a 3D volume, to measure and correct for aberrations in optical systems, to measure the 8D reflectance properties of opaque 
surfaces, and several other applications. 
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Title: Imaging: Its Past, Present, and Futures 
 

Despite the fact that electronic detectors have replaced film in imaging systems, the optical design principles applied to most 

electronic-based imaging systems remain conventional.  They are based on the simple principle that, for systems designed to 
record images, the role of the designer is to produce optics whose impulse response is matched in size to the detector pixel and 
whose field of view is matched in size to the detector array.  So as long as designers apply conventional notions of image 
formation, so-called digital camera designs should more properly be referred to as film-less cameras.  They represent nothing more 
than an electronic replacement of film-based imagers similar to early automobiles which were nothing more than “horse-less 
carriages.” 
 
Just as we have seen the evolution of the horse-less carriage into an array of specialized motorized vehicles, we predict a similar 
evolution to occur with film-less cameras.   If one considers that face detection, motion compensation, and color de-mosaicing are 
features included in some commercially available digital cameras, this evolution is beginning.  Government support has also been 
instrumental in developing imagers that exploit optical design and signal processing to achieve capabilities not otherwise possible, 
for example, high performance thin imagers in the visible and infrared, and high dynamic range imagers. 
 
As new capabilities begin to appear, imagers will no doubt become specialized, just as automobiles have.  Some imagers may push 
the limits of conventional imaging, for example, by increasing resolution beyond the diffraction limit.  Other imagers may push the 
limits of information extraction through multi-modal sensing (e.g., polarization and wavelength) and adaptation.  To this end, pixels 
may not even be appropriate as a common currency of information commerce. 
 
The issues raised in this talk are meant to motivate discussion in the remainder of the workshop. 
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Title: An Overview of Superresolution 
 

Superresolution is a term that is used to describe a number of phenomena including restoring unmeasured spatial frequency 

information [1]; removing aliasing from data [2]; measuring sub-wavelength detail [3]; encoding, transmitting, and decoding image 
details optically that normally would be outside the transmission system spatial frequency cutoff [4]; decreasing system point 
spread function widths optically [5]; and decreasing system point spread function widths with the use of post-processing [6].  In 
this talk, I will present an overview of superresolution in each of these areas by describing what is meant by the term 
„superresolution‟, explaining how superresolution is accomplished, and characterizing the amount of superresolution that is 
reasonably possible.  I will illustrate the discussion with examples. 
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Title: Multi-aperture/multi-modal computational imaging platforms developed during the PERIODIC program 
 

Even the best commercially available imaging systems employ a mere concatenation of individually optimized optical, 

sensor, digital processing, and visualization subsystems, with scant attention paid to the optimization of the overall 
system performance against the full panoply of system trade-offs.  In the emerging paradigm of integrated imaging 

systems, the focus has slowly but surely begun to shift toward end-to-end optimized systems that maximize the 

information content of images relative to a set of prescribed imaging tasks. Digital post-processing is an essential 
ingredient of this approach. The design of the optical and detection subsystems is optimized for efficient information 

gathering; post-processing merely renders the gathered information in the most desirable form (e.g., visually most 
pleasing form) in the final image. Information is clearly the most important metric of integrated-imaging system 

performance.   In the PERIODIC concept we employ an array of imaging channels combined with a set of diverse 
optical elements to maximize information content.  Array imaging, rather akin to the function of compound eyes of 

insects like flies, is at the leading edge of the ongoing computational-imaging revolution. Multiple optical elements 

permit the use of a range of information gathering strategies in parallel that can turn what would otherwise be simple 
yet powerful digital imagers into comprehensive scene interrogators with multiple functionalities, such as high spatial 

and spectral resolution, high dynamic range, high depth and width of the field of view, excellent target recognition 
capabilities, and well optimized computational strategies that employ data compression and fusion.  In this talk we will 

present the hardware platforms developed during the PERIODIC program and some representative results. 
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Title: Compressive imaging for wide-area persistent surveillance 
 
We consider the application of compressive imaging theory to the problem of wide-area persistent surveillance.  As the 

compressive sensing theory enjoys significant research attention, mainly because of the possibilities for orders of 

magnitude increases in signal/image processing applications, the application areas for compressive imaging have not 
kept pace without an optical architecture which could directly improve current sensing capabilities.  There are now 

cases in the literature and under study where optical architectures have been developed which require the 
incorporation of compressive imaging in order to perform the indicated exploitation application.  This presentation 

utilizes one such architecture to show a dramatic (2 orders of magnitude) increase in performance for the application 
of wide-area persistent surveillance.  This application and architecture is described as a field-of-view (FOV) 

multiplexing imager and its relation to compressive imaging will be presented and exploited for increased field-of-

regard (FOR) imaging.  A simulated example will be given with qualitatively impressive results.  The optical 
architecture of FOV multiplexing while showing significant performance increase over current capabilities also opens 

some interesting research questions for future sensor design as well as algorithms for image reconstruction. 
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Title: Computational Cameras: Redefining the Image 
 
In this talk, we will first present the concept of a computational camera. It is a device that embodies the convergence 

of the camera and the computer. It uses new optics to select rays from the scene in unusual ways, and an appropriate 

algorithm to process the selected rays. This ability to manipulate images before they are recorded and process the 
recorded images before they are presented is a powerful one. It enables us to experience our visual world in rich and 

compelling ways. We will show computational cameras that can capture wide angle, high dynamic range, 
multispectral, and depth images. Finally, we will explore the use of a programmable light source as a more 

sophisticated camera flash. We will show how the use of such a flash enables a camera to produce images that reveal 
the complex interactions of light within objects as well as between them. 
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Title: Feature Specific Imaging 
  
Feature-specific imaging (FSI) is a technique by which optical measurements employing a non-traditional basis may be 

used to efficiently extract spatial, temporal, and/or spectral object information. Because the measurement 

dimensionality of a FSI system is often much lower than the native dimensionality of the object space, FSI is 
sometimes called compressive imaging. This presentation will discuss several candidate optical systems for FSI. The 

performance of FSI will be analyzed for both general purpose imaging (i.e., image reconstruction) and task-specific 
imaging (e.g., target detection and/or tracking). FSI will also be discussed as a convenient framework within which the 

joint optimization of optical and post-processing resources may be undertaken.  
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Research Interests: 
 
Computational imaging, inverse problems, high performance computing 
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Ruling Elder in the Presbyterian Church in America.  He is married to Gena D. (nee Crater) Persons and they are the 
proud parents of Leah Elizabeth (4) and Timothy Daniel (3). 
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TItle: Fundamental limits to optical systems 

In this talk we will discuss fundamental limits to optical systems based on the total number of communication channels 
available between the object space and the image space. These channels include both weakly scattering modes and 

strongly scattering modes [1]. We use information theoretic concepts to account for the effect of noise.  

In the second part of this talk, as an example of how to overcome this limitations, we present a new paradigm for 
high-speed, three-dimensional (3D) information acquisition using engineered point spread functions. An information 

theoretic analysis shows an inherent and significant improvement in depth estimation of at least one order of 
magnitude with respect to traditional methods that use just lenses. This principle is particularly important in the 

microscopy domain because it can offer simultaneously high temporal resolution and 3D-spatial accuracy. We will 
discuss recent efforts to create computational optical systems to sense nanoscale object features. 
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Research Interests: 
 

The focus of my research activities is on high-performance computer algorithms and architectures. My research 

interests intersect mainly with the following three traditionally categorized areas: (1) computational science and 
numerical algorithms, such as matrix computations, fast transforms, and optimization techniques; (2) high 

performance computer systems and architectures, and (3) image and signal processing applications. 
 

I am interested in utilizing compiler-aided fast transforms, special-purpose high performance computation 

architectures in building efficient sensing systems. With the help of special-purpose compilers and appropriately 
designed mathematical abstractions, we can explore the potential in high performance computation by manipulating 

domain-specific mathematical structures to match them to a given computer architecture and vice-versa. At Duke 
University, my colleagues and I are working toward more complex structures in discrete transforms for broader 

applications in signal and image processing, computational physics, computational chemistry, and information 

processing, especially efficient algorithms and computing architectures for discrete transforms of unequal-space 
sampled data. 

 
I have also been involved in integrated sensing and signal processing since I joined the Duke faculty. In integrated 

sensing and processing, computer technologies and computation techniques are brought closer to important sensing 
systems. At Duke, with Sun and Brady, we have introduced the reference structure tomography (RST) framework, and 

developed compressive sampling with QCT coding and decoding, among other theoretical and technical advances. 

Within this framework, my colleagues and I have designed imaging cameras with thin optics and compressive 
sampling, developed schemes to estimate source parameters and classify sources. 
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Title: PERIODIC Project: The Design, Construction, and Testing of Multimodal Imagers 

 
 The overarching goal of the PERIODIC project is to design, study, and construct a suite of computational 

imaging systems that capture, process, and render scene information in the most efficient manner possible in order to 

generate images of high quality, resolution, and discrimination. These systems are intrinsically multi-modal and 
computational, emphasizing fundamental trade-offs both within the space of spatial, temporal, spectral, and 

polarization data and among the optical, sensor, and processing sub-systems for a well optimized application-based, 
resource-allocation strategy. In this two-part talk, we report on the past successes, current development, and future 

plans of the project. 
 

 The computational and hardware sides of the project have seen the development of new superresolution 

reconstruction algorithms for array image reconstruction, including fast registration methods, fusion of 
polarization and spectral data, variational edge-preserving regularization techniques, and implementations on FPGA 

systems for near real-time computation. Application areas of these computational techniques currently being tested 
include biometric systems for iris recognition and hand fingerprints, biomedical systems for burn analysis, and most 

recently single-snapshot dehazing made possible by a new PERIODIC camera capturing polarization and spectral data. 

 
 The theoretical development of the project has involved fundamental studies of the prospects and limits on 

the extent of digital and optical superresolution in computational imagers with the help of information theory. These 
studies have been greatly illuminated by our exploration of the implications of the theory of generalized 

sampling expansions for digital resolution enhancement from sequences of low-resolution images and for prior 

knowledge such as the finiteness of the object support. 
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Title: COMP-I Advances and Performance Metrics 
 
As computational imaging systems evolve it becomes increasingly important to establish quantitative performance metrics for 

comparison. Traditional standards are often incomplete when evaluating digitally processed data and need to be adapted to fairly 
characterize the response of today’s sensors. 
 
First, a brief discussion of the current status of the Compressive Optical MONTAGE Photography Initiative (COMP-I) [1] program will 
be presented.  Sponsored by Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency, the MONTAGE program is short for Multiple Optical 
Non-redundant Aperture Generalized Sensors.  The latest COMP-I cameras use a multichannel lenslet array integrated on a long 
wave infrared (LWIR) imaging sensor operating in the 8-12 μm wavelength range.  Image synthesis integrates information from 
these multiple subimages into a single high resolution reconstruction.  The presentation will also include the most recent results on 
characterizing the COMP-I camera’s performance in comparison to a conventional system.  In particular, this will address Noise 
Equivalent Temperature Difference (NETD) [2]. 
 
Thermal imaging systems are often calibrated to measure the equivalent blackbody temperature distribution of a scene.  NETD is a 
metric for characterizing a system’s effective temperature resolution.  By definition, NETD is the temperature where the signal to 
noise ratio is unity.  NETD translates pixel fluctuations resulting from system noise into an absolute temperature scale.  As noise 
statistics vary with operating temperature, the corresponding NETD fluctuates.  To experimentally calculate NETD, we image a 
collimated target aperture illuminated with a blackbody source.  Especially for computational imaging systems, any meaningful 
NETD measurement must also more explicitly explain signal to noise ratio.  We describe denoising techniques in our reconstruction 
algorithms and how they affect quantitative metrics.  Preliminary results show comparable data between our multiple aperture 
camera and a conventional system using the same microbolometer technology. 
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Title: PERIODIC Project: The Design, Construction, and Testing of Multimodal Imagers 

 
 The overarching goal of the PERIODIC project is to design, study, and construct a suite of computational 

imaging systems that capture, process, and render scene information in the most efficient manner possible in order to 

generate images of high quality, resolution, and discrimination. These systems are intrinsically multi-modal and 
computational, emphasizing fundamental trade-offs both within the space of spatial, temporal, spectral, and 

polarization data and among the optical, sensor, and processing sub-systems for a well optimized application-based, 
resource-allocation strategy. In this two-part talk, we report on the past successes, current development, and future 

plans of the project. 
 

 The computational and hardware sides of the project have seen the development of new superresolution 

reconstruction algorithms for array image reconstruction, including fast registration methods, fusion of 
polarization and spectral data, variational edge-preserving regularization techniques, and implementations on FPGA 

systems for near real-time computation. Application areas of these computational techniques currently being tested 
include biometric systems for iris recognition and hand fingerprints, biomedical systems for burn analysis, and most 

recently single-snapshot dehazing made possible by a new PERIODIC camera capturing polarization and spectral data. 

 
 The theoretical development of the project has involved fundamental studies of the prospects and limits on 

the extent of digital and optical superresolution in computational imagers with the help of information theory. These 
studies have been greatly illuminated by our exploration of the implications of the theory of generalized 

sampling expansions for digital resolution enhancement from sequences of low-resolution images and for prior 

knowledge such as the finiteness of the object support. 
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Title: Less is More: Coded Computational Photography  
 
Computational Photography is an emerging multi-disciplinary field that is at the intersection of optics, signal processing, computer graphics+vision, 
electronics, art, and online sharing in social networks. The field is evolving through three phases. The first phase was about building a super-camera 
that has enhanced performance in terms of the traditional parameters, such as dynamic range, field of view or depth of field. I call this Epsilon 
Photography. Due to limited capabilities of a camera, the scene is sampled via multiple photos, each captured by epsilon variation of the camera 
parameters. It corresponds to the low-level vision: estimating pixels and pixel features. The second phase is building tools that go beyond 
capabilities of this super-camera. I call this Coded Photography. The goal here is to reversibly encode information about the scene in a single 
photograph (or a very few photographs) so that the corresponding decoding allows powerful decomposition of the image into light fields, motion 
deblurred images, global/direct illumination components or distinction between geometric versus material discontinuities. This corresponds to the 
mid-level vision: segmentation, organization, inferring shapes, materials and edges. The third phase will be about going beyond the radiometric 
quantities and challenging the notion that a camera should mimic a single-chambered human eye. Instead of recovering physical parameters, the 
goal will be to capture the visual essence of the scene and analyze the perceptually critical components.  I call this Essence Photography and it 
may loosely resemble depiction of the world after high level vision processing. It will spawn new forms of visual artistic expression and 
communication. 
 
In this talk, I will focus on Coded Photography. 'Less is more' in Coded Photography. By blocking light over time or space, we can preserve more 
details about the scene in the recorded single photograph.  
 
1. Coded Exposure: By blocking light in time, by fluttering the shutter open and closed in a carefully chosen binary sequence, we can preserve high 
spatial frequencies of fast moving objects to support high quality motion deblurring.  
2. Coded Aperture Optical Heterodyning: By blocking light near the sensor with a sinusoidal grating mask, we can record 4D light field on a 2D 
sensor. And by blocking light with a mask at the aperture, we can extend the depth of field and achieve full resolution digital refocussing.  
3. Coded Illumination: By observing blocked light at silhouettes, a multi-flash camera can locate depth discontinuities in challenging scenes without 
depth recovery.  
4. Coded Sensors: By sensing intensities with lateral inhibition, a ‘Gradient Camera’ can record large as well as subtle changes in intensity to recover 
a high-dynamic range image.  
5. Coded Spectrum: By blocking parts of a ‘rainbow’, we can create cameras with digitally programmable wavelength profile.  
 
I will show several applications and describe emerging techniques to recover scene parameters from coded photographs.  
 
Recent joint work with Jack Tumblin, Amit Agrawal, Ashok Veeraraghavan and Ankit Mohan  
 

 

 
 
Ramesh Raskar joined the Media Lab in spring 2008 as head of the Camera Culture research group. The group focuses on developing tools to help 
us capture and share the visual experience. This research involves developing novel cameras with unusual optical elements, programmable 
illumination, digital wavelength control, and femtosecond analysis of light transport, as well as tools to decompose pixels into perceptually 
meaningful components. Raskar's research also involves creating a universal platform for the sharing and consumption of visual media.  
 
Raskar received his PhD from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, where he introduced "Shader Lamps," a novel method for seamlessly 
merging synthetic elements into the real world using projector-camera based spatial augmented reality. In 2004, Raskar received the TR100 Award 
from Technology Review, which recognizes top young innovators under the age of 35, and in 2003, the Global Indus Technovator Award, instituted 
at MIT to recognize the top 20 Indian technology innovators  
worldwide. He holds 30 US patents and has received four Mitsubishi Electric Invention Awards. He is currently co-authoring a book on 
Computational Photography. 
 

http://raskar.info/deblur
http://raskar.info/Mask/
http://raskar.info/NprCamera
http://www.umiacs.umd.edu/~aagrawal/gradcam/gradcam.html
http://www.cs.northwestern.edu/~amohan/agile/
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Title: Estimating the degree of polarization from intensity measurements 

 
The degree of polarization for a quasi-monochromatic field is a real number P between 0 and 1 that is used to 

describe the extent to which a field is polarized [1,2].  Completely polarized fields – linear or circular – have P = 1, and 

completely unpolarized fields have P = 0.  For situations involving active laser illumination, several authors have 
suggested and studied the use of the degree of polarization (and related parameters) of the reflected field as a feature 

that can be used for object identification and classification [3-5].  In this presentation, performance bounds [6] are 
presented for the estimation of the degree of polarization for situations involving the measurement and processing of 

i) two orthogonal field components; ii) two orthogonal intensity components [7,8]; and ii) the total field intensity, and 
these bounds are used to demonstrate that sensors that record only intensity data – and, hence, avoid the utilization 

of optical interferometers – can be designed and utilized for the estimation of the degree of polarization.   
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Title: Fundamentals of Superresolution 
The principles of superresolution of an optical system are introduced based on its information capacity [1-3]. Various different classes of 
superresolution schemes are classified [4]. For some methods, the spatial frequency cut-off is unchanged. For others, the spatial frequency cut-off 
can be increased. It is shown how structured illumination and partial coherence can lead to a four-fold improvement in spatial frequency cut-off 
compared with a conventional coherent system [5-7]. Even stronger improvement also holds for full 3D imaging. Other systems still can exhibit 
unrestricted enhancement of cut-off. Various different measures for the focusing properties of a wave are described [8]. These include the intensity 
at the focus compared with either the input power or the total intensity in the focal plane, and the width of the central lobe. Simple performance 
parameters for focusing are introduced [9], valid for nonparaxial and vectorial optical systems [10-15]. The effects of polarization on the focusing of 
light are discussed [12-15]. Although radial polarization results in a smaller central lobe, the intensity at the focus can be lower than for transverse 
polarization. Different forms of transverse polarization can be based on linear mixtures of electric and magnetic dipole components, or alternatively 
transverse electric and transverse magnetic components. For Bessel beams, electric dipole polarization results in the greatest intensity at the focus 
for a given input power, but transverse electric polarization results in the smallest central lobe. 
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Previously, he was fellow of Pembroke and St. John’s Colleges, Oxford, and Professor of physics at Sydney University. He 
received his Ph. D. (74) in Engineering at Cambridge University and the D. Sc. in Physical Sciences from Oxford University. 
Professor Sheppard’s main area of research is in confocal microscopy, including instrumental development and investigation of 
novel techniques with biomedical and industrial applications.  He developed one of the world's first confocal microscopes in 
1975, and launched the start-up company which marketed the first commercial confocal microscope in 1982.  He proposed 
various techniques of nonlinear microscopy in 1978. These included the proposal of 2-photon fluorescence microscopy and CARS 
microscopy, and the publication of the first images from scanning second-harmonic microscopy. His research interests also 
include diffraction and focusing, beam and pulse propagation, scattering and image formation. He was elected Fellow of the 
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Title: Structured Illumination Imaging for Superresolution 
 
The presentation will begin with a brief review of some super-resolution techniques including Super-SVA [1], then provide detail on the structured 
illumination approach. Sinusoidally patterned illumination has been used to obtain lateral superresolution as well as axial sectioning in microscopy 
[2-7]. In this talk we discuss the superresolution aspect of this technique. The sinusoidal illumination frequency heterodynes the superresolution 
frequencies of the object into a low frequency moiré pattern which now lies within the passband of the imaging system. In order to extract 
superresolution from this moiré beat pattern, multiple images are taken of the object with distinct phase shifts of the sinusoidal illumination. This 
process is repeated for one or two more orientations of the sinusoidal illumination and the extracted superresolution information from the different 
orientations is then combined appropriately to obtain a superresolved image.  
 
The processing of the sinusoidally patterned images requires accurate knowledge of the phase shifts in the sinusoidal illumination and hence this 
technique is usually restricted to imaging stationary objects using precise, pre-calibrated phase shifting elements. We discuss the application of this 
technique to obtain lateral superresolution in fluorescent moving objects such as live or in vivo tissue, specifically the human retina in vivo. We 
discuss methods of estimating the phase shifts in the sinusoidal illumination a posteriori to allow for unknown, random object motion. We also 
discuss the combination of the different superresolution components to obtain an appropriately weighted, OTF compensated superresolved image.  
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Her primary areas of interest are imaging and image processing. Her research involves superresolved imaging of the human 
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ophthalmological imaging using adaptive optics flood-illuminated and scanning-confocal retinal imaging systems. 
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Dr. Stenner is generally interested in the field of computational imaging (CI), with specific interest in multiplexed 

sensing, task-specific compressive sensing, image coding and system design tradeoffs.  As part of the MONTAGE 

program, he developed the Multi-Domain Optimization software framework for developing CI systems with both optical 
and post-processing degrees of freedom.  He also maintains an interest in fast- and slow-light pulse propagation. 
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 Diffractive, refractive, and sub-wavelength micro/nano-optics 
 Novel fabrication methods for micro/nano-optics 
 Microsystems integration and applications 
 Nanoreplication and nanomanufacturing 
 Multi-axis free-form micromachining 
 Near-field diffraction and Talbot self-imaging 
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Research Interests 
 
Numerical analysis, matrix theory, high-performance scientific computing and parallel computing. 

 

Current Projects:  
Theory and algorithm development for large matrix computation problems arising in computational science and 

engineering. 
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Title: Superresolution Imaging: A Skeptic's Perspective 
 
Current interest in optical imaging technology is driven by the synergy of optical hardware, which supports flexible data acquisition 

schemes, and numerical image reconstruction algorithms optimum for a given imaging task. One of the most important 
performance measures is the image resolution and many systems claim super-resolution, i.e. surpassing the classical Rayleigh limit. 
 
It is argued that so-called superresolution methods can be separated in essentially three categories: Firstly, systems based on a 
unique physical principle, which cannot be compared directly to other imaging modalities, and for which the label “surperresolution” 
is typically inappropriate. Secondly, systems based on encoding strategies for channelling high bandwidth signals through low 
bandwidth systems. Here, the resolution enhancement is often defined in relation to a subsystem, while the entire imaging system 
is  acting in strict accordance with Rayleigh's resolution limit. Thirdly, methods which provide genuine bandwidth extrapolation and 
superresolution imaging, but which show either rather limited performance, are applicable only to a rather small class of signals, or 
exhibit high sensitivity to signal imperfections. 
 
Emphasising the physics of image formation, a number of superresolution modalities are investigated. It is illustrated why any claim 
of superresolution should be met with skepticism. At the same time, classifying superresolution methods by investigating mutual 
similarities and differences is shown to carry the promise of improved information processing and image reconstruction capabilities. 
Instrumental to this task is the analysis of sampling and image reconstruction in terms of optical phase spaces or joint space-spatial 
frequency representations. The phase space analysis suggests that the key performance measure of any reconstruction method is 
not resolution, but the recovered number of degrees of freedom of the input signal. This provides a powerful heuristic approach for 
distinguishing between methods aimed at extracting the degrees of freedom of the signal with a minimum set of samples, and 
methods which attempt bandwidth extrapolation beyond the measured signal bandwidth.  
 
The presentation reviews the Rayleigh resolution limit as the baseline for further discussion. Then, Lukosz type superresolution is 
identified as the prototype for many schemes currently discussed in the context of digital superresolution, structured illumination, 
as well as generalized and compressive sampling. Finally, superresolution filters and bandwidth extrapolation based on prior 
information ar discussed as a platform to revisit  fundamentals of image formation and the limits to image resolution and signal 
recovery. 
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particularly enjoys using phase-space methods to gain a better and intuitive understanding of optical phenomena. Dr. 
Testorf has authored or co-authored one book publication, 50 journal papers and about 100 conference papers. He is 
member of OSA, SPIE, EOS, and the German Optical Society (DGaO), He is currently chair of the OSA technical group 
“Diffractive Optics and Holography” and serves as topical editor of Applied Optics. He is also general chair of the OSA 
Topical Meeting on Signal Recovery and Synthesis 2009. 
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Research Interests: 

 
Research interests include image processing, image restoration, lenslet array imaging, phase diversity, wavefront 

encoding, and inverse problems. Most recent work has been in collaboration with the PERIODIC project. The on-going 

PERIODIC project investigates novel imaging data-diversity modalities including amplitude, wavelength, phase, 
and polarization diversity. Application of multi-spectral imaging for rapid assessment of thermal injury is planned for 

July 2008. 
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Title: Form birefringent Pupil Phase Engineering for Imaging Polarized Objects 

 

Subwavelength diffractive optical design can be used to develop elements that respond differently depending on the 
incident polarization orientation.  This polarization selectivity has been applied to polarization-selective beam splitters 

that can be used to steer light of differing polarization toward different detector elements, thus providing physically 
distinct imaging channels at the detector plane.  In this work, I propose the use of polarization-selective pupil plane 

masks that produce different point spread functions (PSFs) for orthogonal polarizations.  The two imaging channels 
are imaged onto the same set of detectors and should have sufficient blur to obscure image details.  After detection, 

image restoration can be applied to selectively enhance only those features from the desired channel. 

 
In the initial simulation study, I borrow from the work of Stossel and George who suggested the use of a PSF 

composed of a spatially random distribution of impulse functions to create sufficient blur to hide image detail while 
providing a reasonably well-conditioned restoration problem.  I show proof-of-concept by simply choosing two 

different random distributions for the two PSF’s.  I anticipate practical difficulties in the case of dim objects of one 

polarization adjacent to bright objects of the orthogonal polarization.  More sophisticated pupil phase engineering 
design techniques can be applied to address this problem.  
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JOE VAN DER GRACHT has been forming blurry images from an early age, first accidentally and then intentionally.  
The intentional blurring began in 1995 when Dr. van der Gracht co-founded HoloSpex, Inc. with Dr. Ravi Athale in 
order to design and manufacture spectacles with computer generated holographic lenses that gently blur the scene 
while providing striking holographic reconstructions around each point-like light in a scene.  To date, Holospex has 
blurred the vision of over 150 million observers.  Later in 1995, as an employee of the Army Research Lab, Dr. van der 
Gracht performed the first laboratory experiment to validate the seminal wavefront coding work of Ed Dowski and Tom 
Cathey.  More recently, Dr. van der Gracht has worked on a variety of computational imaging projects including the 
PERIODIC multichannel imaging architecture. 
 

http://ao.osa.org/abstract.cfm?&uri=ao-43-32-5947
http://ao.osa.org/abstract.cfm?&uri=ao-43-32-5947
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Bldg. # 57
Duke Centennial Hall
Daily Workshop Meetings held in Rm # 345 

Bldg. # 58
Grigg Hall – Optics Center
Lunch and Refreshments

Bldg. # 544
Witherspoon Residence Hall
Overnight  Accommodations
and 
Breakfast and Evening Meals

Footpath
Shortcut



Emergency Contact Information 
 
 
Campus Police – from campus    Emergency dial 911 

        

Non-emergency 7-2200 

  

From off campus dial 704-687-2200 

 

 

 

Carolinas Medical Center (University Hospital)  704-568-6000 

 
 
 

Other Contacts 
 
 

Witherspoon Residence Hall Front Desk   7-4980 

 

From off campus dial 704-687-4980 

 

 

 

Optoelectronics Center     7-8117 

 

From off campus dial 704-687-8117 

 

 

 

 

Scott Williams Cell Phone     704- 315-1333 

 
 
 

Off Campus Transportation 
 

 

Crown Cab       704-334-6666 

 
 

Yellow Cab       704-332-6161 
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